
F
EW QUOTES are as well worn
as Ben Franklin’s admonition
that, ‘‘Those who can give up
essential liberty to obtain a

little temporary safety, deserve neither
liberty nor safety.’’ And perhaps no
quote is better suited to this month’s
debate to extend several provisions of
the Patriot Act. These anti-terror tools
for law enforcement, first passed in
2001, are scheduled to expire May 27.
The reauthorization won’t generate
front-page news — the president can’t
be excited about a photo-op signing
the Patriot Act. But it remains one of
the few debates that the framers might
recognize even after 235 years.

Five years have passed since I led a
small group of Republicans in a bipar-
tisan filibuster to stop the first Patriot
Act reauthorization. What ensued was
six weeks of grinding negotiations
yielding a handful of changes to
strengthen protections for civil liber-
ties. Like any compromise, we didn’t
win every change we pursued, but the
fact that the debate was carried so far
was a victory in itself.

Today, the tables have turned com-
pletely. In 2005, Democrats framed
opposition to the Patriot Act as opposi-
tion to President Bush; now their
partisan allegiance pushes in the oppo-
site direction, toward a president who
supports reauthorization. On the
Republican side, finding members
willing to oppose the priorities of the
Bush Justice Department was nearly
impossible; they remain few and far
between today.

Then and now, the partisan core
on both sides failed to recognize
that the debate over protecting
civil liberties isn’t about whether

you trust Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales or Eric Holder or any other
elected official; it’s about whether we
have effective protections in place no
matter who might hold positions of
responsibility in the future. More
important, it’s a debate about the
trade-off between liberty and security
that Franklin understood so well.

Protecting individual liberty was
central to the founders’ vision of care-
fully proscribed and limited state
power. The Constitution granted pow-
er to the federal government, but this
power was balanced by equally power-
ful rights granted to individuals. Au-
thorities had the power to arrest, but
the individual was allowed to have
counsel and representation before the
courts. Police could interrogate, but
the individual was protected from
self-incrimination, and so on.

Despite this historic precedent,
during the 1980s and 1990s the idea of

lawyers for those receiving the nation-
al security subpoenas, and protecting
libraries from the most onerous provi-
sions of the act. Our concerns were
validated by subsequent events: In
2007 the gag-order provision was
ruled unconstitutional and an in-
spector general exposed extensive
misuse and mismanagement of thou-
sands of the national security sub-
poenas.

Although today’s debate is tepid by
comparison, there are efforts afoot to
further strengthen some of these pro-
tections. Ironically, Senator Mike Lee
of Utah, the Tea Partier characterized
by the left as a rubber-stamp ideo-
logue, has shown the greatest willing-
ness to cross party lines. He joined
with Democrats to strengthen the
standard for identifying targets of
roving wiretaps; that provision will be
included in the bill on the Senate floor
this month.

The Patriot Act may be here to stay,
but a meaningful debate exposes the
broader question at stake: How much
individual liberty are we willing to give
up in the name of national security?
And by extension, how much money,
time — and dignity — are we willing to
sacrifice in the name of safety? No
world can be perfectly secure; and the
hands of time cannot be turned back.
But we can and should aspire to live in
a country where we specify eaves-
dropping targets, require judicial
review of subpoenas, and allow chil-
dren to board airplanes without being
frisked.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe
contributor, is a former US senator
from New Hampshire.

debating fundamental precepts of civil
liberties seemed to fall out of favor.
The ACLU appeared to be focused on
limiting the places where you were
allowed to say the Pledge of Allegiance
and maximizing the places where you
could put a topless bar. On matters of
policy, Democrats often talked about
these issues, but never did much of
anything; Republicans just never did
much of anything. Legislative detente
led inexorably to legislative indiffer-
ence.

Then came Sept. 11.
In the fall of 2001, the Patriot Act

wrapped together ideas that had been
sitting around prior to the terrorist
attacks — like a national ID — with
several new provisions — like unlimit-
ed detention for ‘‘material witnesses’’
in cases of terrorism. Although highly
controversial provisions like these
were ultimately modified or dropped,
the emotional unity of the moment
prevented a thorough debate about the
ramifications of the broader bill. Wise-
ly, the newest provisions were de-
signed with a four-year expiration,
laying the foundation for that crucial
vote in December of 2005.

Our goal in opposing the Patriot Act
was to force changes to the most in-
trusive elements of the bill such as
Section 215, which allowed access to
sensitive business and financial
records. We also proposed a stronger
standard for approving roving wire-
taps, and limits on the use of national
security letter subpoenas, which were
easy to obtain and, therefore, prone to
potential abuse.

In the end, we succeeded in giving
individuals the right to challenge gag
orders in court, protecting access to
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Sacrificing freedom for security
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By Claudia C. Hinz

I
KNOW just the design I want on the birth-
day cake for my friend. I bring a greeting card
with a picture of a serene woman yogi with a
sleepy smile, legs crossed in lotus position,

her hands in prayer; around her, the words dusted
in glitter: ‘‘shine,’’ ‘‘radiance,’’ ‘‘inspire.’’

The cake lady takes out an old-fashioned look-
ing writing tablet. The woman in line behind me
squirms, her boots impatient on the linoleum. I
lean into the glass display and watch the cake
lady draw the cake in three dimensions. For
a moment, I forget the next two errands
on my list, the pick-up and drop-off
schedule for my three children.

The cake lady does a squiggle line to
show where I want chocolate on the
edges, butter cream on the top. She
asks what I want for the filling. Her
voice is foreign and lovely. In it, I
hear the tinkle of sheep bells. I see
the lazy nudge of cows, Easter
green grass, hills in every direc-
tion. I see baskets of wool and
cable-knit sweaters.

‘‘Raspberry cream?’’ she asks. I
am envious of this voice, this
‘‘I’m-in-no-hurry’’ drawl. It is
something, I think, to aspire to in
my frenzied life, my over-heated
engine running overtime, all the
time, the constant babble, the jabber-
ing on the phone in the car, squeezing
in one more phone call to check off the
to-do list.

She asks, do I want to take this
picture of the yoga lady to OfficeMax
to get it photocopied and enlarged so
she can transfer it to the cake?

No, I don’t. I have a memorial
service to attend tomorrow and too
much to do before I leave town.

That’s not a problem. She can do it
but she has to charge extra. She asks,
‘‘Where’d you have to go?’’ San Francis-
co. Do I have to drive?

No, I will fly out first thing. She
says she is sorry for me, sorry that I
have to go, sorry for my loss. ‘‘But I
get to see both my parents, so I am
looking forward to that.’’

‘‘Oh, that’s nice. There’s always
something good in the bad, isn’t there?’’
she says, and I know to lean in, that she

is going to give me something that I really need.
Her voice is now unnaturally slow. ‘‘Whenever my
brain wants to go over to the bad side, the sad
side, I just tell it, ‘No, I’m sorry. I am going to stay
over here in the good place.’ ’’

I’d like to tell her that my brain strays all the

time, like those sheep on her Irish hillside. I’m
constantly sounding the alarm. Get back! Stay
here. Stay on the good side!

Tomorrow, I will stand in the half-circle of my
aunt’s grandchildren, her friends and her sister,
and my cousin will speak of the choices his moth-
er made — the choice not to panic when she was
told she was dying, the choice to keep living even
when she was dying. He will speak of the point-

lessness of making art when she is not there to
enjoy it. And then, he will speak of joy, how

his mother always favored joy, and my cous-
in will urge us to keep choosing joy, even

when it is hard work.
‘‘You’re right,’’ I say to the cake lady.

‘‘That’s exactly right.’’ And then, I ask a
stupid question: ‘‘Where are you

from originally?’’
She names a ranch way east of

town.
‘‘But you hear my Irish ac-

cent, right?’’ She asks. I am
slipping. Something is wrong.
She is slipping, too, but she
already knew she was slipping,
the words themselves slippery.
I watch her seize them, one by
one. ‘‘I had brain surgery.’’ She
shows me three fingers. ‘‘Three
times and when I woke up, I
had an Irish accent. When I am
tired, you can hear it more.’’

‘‘Is your brain OK now? Do
you need more surgery?’’

‘‘No, I gotta go back in. I got
this. . .’’ She fingers loops in her hair,

just above her temple. There is a
valley next to her eyes, a sunken part.

Her hair hangs in that space. She points
to her left eye.
‘‘I’m going blind.’’ She explains that the

surgeon nicked the parts of her brain that con-
trol vision and speech. She taps the dent. ‘‘Right
here.’’

The woman behind me says she needs to be
somewhere and can she place her order now? The
cake lady wishes me a safe trip, a nice visit with
my parents. I ask her name. Mary, she says, and I
extend my hand over the counter to shake hers. I
don’t know what to wish her in return, so in my
head I bless her to stay on the good side.

Claudia C. Hinz, an Oregon resident, reviews
books and is writing her first novel, ‘‘A House of
Bones,’’ set in Barcelona.

An acquired accent
The cake lady’s lesson on keeping to the brain’s sunny side
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I
T WAS not up to President Obama to
label the birther movement as racist in
his extraordinary address on the sub-
ject last week, but plenty of commen-

tary has done it for him. There can be no
doubt that the lurid contempt shown to the
president by antagonists who question his
constitutional right to hold office is rooted
in white-supremacist hysteria. The issue has
never been the authenticity of documenta-
tion related to Barack Obama’s date and
place of birth, which is why the production
of birth certificates — first short, then long
— has not stilled the controversy.

The issue has been his character as —
well, as the issue of a Caucasian mother and
an African father. An inch below the surface

of this discussion is the perceived offense
not just of blackness, but of miscegenation,
that peculiarly demonic legacy of a slave
system which took for granted the white
owners’ sexual exploitation of slaves, while
outlawing interracial sex. The biological fact
of Obama’s existence, not the bureaucratic
fact of government records, is what gener-
ates the lunatic rage.

Echoes abound in this affair of a very old
story. First, an African-American is elected
president, presumably opening a new era of
racial equality. Then the racists push back
with visceral denial that such a man is even
eligible for the office. The pattern is well
established. First, freed slaves are promised
40 acres and a mule, but then, forced into
sharecropping, they are reshackled to white
landowners by debt. First, the 13th Amend-
ment to the Constitution abolishes involun-
tary servitude, but then Jim Crow laws
reinstate it across the South. First, the civil
rights movement trumpets the long-post-
poned end of black subjugation in America,
but then a nationwide wave of draconian
anti-drug laws sends people of color to
prison with wild disproportion. The burden
is always on blacks to prove what, in the
case of whites, goes without saying. Prove
innocence. Prove eligibility. Prove rights.
Prove competence. Prove that proof is genu-
ine.

But echoes in the birther contretemps go
back even further than America’s sorry
history. That word ‘‘birth’’ is the key, and
what it opens is the door to the invention of
racism in the first place. Whiteness as the
positive norm against blackness as the
negative norm repeats the bipolar social
construction that occurred when the racial
category of anti-Semitism replaced the
religious category of anti-Judaism. Wrong
birth replaced wrong belief. Modern racism,
that is, began with fixations attached not to
skin color or ethnicity, but faith.

In the beginning, Jews were rejected by
Christians because they rejected Jesus. If
they converted, underwent baptism, and
accepted Jesus, they could become full
members of the dominant society. But then,
when Jewish conversions were systemati-
cally coerced by rulers and prelates, espe-
cially in 15th century Iberia, Christians
found reason to doubt the sincerity of con-
versos. Anyone born a Jew was suspect,
even after baptism. Birth, not belief, became
the issue.

An odd foreshadowing of the Obama-
birth affair occurred in 1546 when a con-
verso priest was appointed to a high posi-
tion at the cathedral in Toledo, Spain. The
archbishop, suspecting the man’s Jewish
origins, overruled the appointment on the
grounds that he had ‘‘impure blood.’’ To
head off any further such appointments, the
archbishop issued the so-called Statute of
Toledo, requiring ‘‘blood purity’’ — limpieza
de sangre — of any candidate for office in
the cathedral. The Inquisition extended
such limpieza statutes to other institutions,
with the result that persons of Jewish birth
or even ancestry — whether baptized or not
— were banned from universities, religious
orders, guilds, and municipal offices.

The church itself eventually revoked
blood purity regulations, but not before they
had widely taken root in Europe. The insti-
tutionalization of this distinction by blood
— by birth — assumes a biological divide of
racial superiority and racial inferiority, and
stands as a marker in human history. The
construction of supremacy. Applied at first
to Jews, the birth standard would soon
enough (as Europe’s ‘‘age of exploration’’
accelerated) be applied to native peoples
everywhere, beginning in Africa.

That this discussion occurs in the United
States and is sufficient to prompt a response
from an elected president is thus not nearly
as astonishing as it seems, but it is far more
shameful than any Republican has yet
acknowledged.

James Carroll’s column appears regularly
in the Globe.
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Birthers’
shameful
racist roots

The burden is always on
blacks to prove what, in
the case of whites, goes
without saying.
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